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disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights.  Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or 
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any 
agency thereof.  The views and opinions of authors expressed herein 
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States 
Government or any agency thereof. 
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1. The Operating Conditions of the Refractories in the Pile 

Piles can be made of the homogeneous type where the fuel is uniformly 
dispersed throughout the moderating material, which, in turn, has passages 
for the coolanti or the pile can be made with a heterogeneous construction 
where the fuel is in separate rods lying in passages through the moderator. 
In the first case, the total heat produced by the pile is liberated in the 
mass of the moderator which may amount to something of the order of 1 kw. 
per c.c. In the second case, ho'wever, the majority of the heating is 
evolved in the fuel itself and perhaps only 7^ of the total in the moder
ator material. 

When the pile is producing power, the heat evolved is continously 
carried off by the coolant so that a temperature gradient is set up in 
the moderating material with a minimum temperature at the coolant passage 
and a maximum in the interior of the mass. This temperature gradient 
sets up stresses in the moderator material and in many cases is a limiting 
factor in the power that can be produced in a given pile. Of course, the 
conditions are much more severe in the homogeneous pile than in the heter
ogeneous pile. 

2. Temperature Stresses in Brittle Materials 

The intensity of stress in a given material has been shown to be 
proportignal to the temperature difference set up in that material (l)„ 
This temperature gradient in turn is inversely proportional to the thennal 
conductivity for a given amount of heat released. The tendency of the 
moderator to crack under conditions which are uniform with time may be 
expressed as: 

for shear failure 

where 

for tension failitre 

Of = coefficient of linear thermal expansion 

K = coefficient of thermal conductivity 

qp-jj • the maximum shearing strain 

S-ĵ  = the tensile breaking strain = tensiJj strength 
modulus of elasticity 
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It is obvious that to obtain a steady heat flow without cracking, the 
material must have a low coefficient of expansion, a high thermal conduc
tivity, and a high structural flexibility. 

As yet there are only three solids having properties that make them 
efficient moderators at high temperatures^ that is, carbon, beryllium 
oxide, and beryllium carbide. By listing their properties as far as they 
are known in Table 1, it is possible to compute a relative resistance to 
cracking. 

Table 1 

Properties at 1000°C (l830°F) 

Coef. of 
Coef. of Therm. Cond. T„S. Mod, of 

Material Exp. (°C) (c.g.s. units) psi Blast, psi 
2 Tendency to 
b Cyack, St 

Carbon 1,1 x 10"° 

Beryllia 8.9 x 10"^ 

Beryllium 
Carbide 10 x 10'° 

,2 

.05 

.03 

3000 .7 X 10° 

10,000 28 X 10^ 

,0013 

.5 

1 

380 

It will readily be seen that carbon has three or four hundred times the 
resistance to cracking of beryllium oxide, and it is estimated that the 
beryllium carbide would be equivalent in this respect to the beryllium 
oxide. 

3. Disposition of Moderator Material in the Pile 

As a specific exeurrple of pile construction, a homogeneous pile may be 
made of hexagonal hollow blocks as shown in Figure 1. Under these condi
tions the thermal stresses in the blacks would be considerable. An exam
ple of the heterogeneous pile is shown in Figure 2, where fuel rods in 
cans lie in the holes in the moderator blocks. Of course, there are many 
other types of pile construction, but these two are given as simple illus
trations . 

k. Methods of Minimizing Temperature Stresses 

One way of minimizing temperature stresses in the moderating material 
is to form the individual units in such a way that they are free to dis
tort and thus relieve the stresses. For exanrple, if the pile were made 
up of a series of plates as shown in Figure 3̂  i* would be possible for 
each plate to curl under the temperature gradient and thus almost com
pletely relieve the thermal stresses. Such a construction, however, would 
probably not be entirely practical, but it does illustrate the principle. 
Another method of minimizing stresses is shown in Figure h where the mod
erating material containing cooling passages has slots which permit the 
material to expand and contract without developing high stresses. Many 
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other schemes of the same nature may be worked out, and it is interesting 
to note that certain types of commercial refractories which have to stand 
heating and cooling axe made up in this way to relieve the stresses. Photo-
elastic studies could be used to great advantage in developing these struc
tures. 

It should be kept in mind that in general the stresses are reduced 
by keeping the sections small, as they are more flexible and the temper-
atxare difference is smaller. 

So far all of the considerations in connection with cracking of the 
moderator have treated it as an elastic material. Above a certain temper
ature, however, so far as ws know, all refractories are somewhat plastic 
and are able to flow imder the influence of stresses. For example, some 
information on pure alumina (2) has recently been obtained which shows, 
in Table 2, that above a temperature of ll^OgCCglOOOF) the plastic proper
ties develop rapidly. It would seem that if a reasonable time were 
allowed for heating the mass to temperature this plastic flow would relieve 
the temperature stresses, 

Table 2 

Flow Rate of Pure Sintered Alumina at a Stress of 430 psi 

Temper atiure 

1300OC (2370OF) 

I25O0C (228OOF)' 

1200OC (219O0F) 

lOOOoC (183O0F) 

Rate of Twist in Radius/hr. 

.000175 

.000109 

,0000219 

too small to measiire 

For example, let us suppose that the pile was slowly brought up to 
the working temperature without removing any heat. Then when power was 
desired, the coolant could be circulated through the pile, bringing down 
the temperature of the surface in the passagesj but since the main body 
of the material would be in the plastic range, stresses should not develop 
with particularly high values. If it was desired to van. the pile at lower 
temperatiires, fluxing materials coiild be added to the pure oxide to bring 
the plastic range do-wn to a Idwer temperature level at a very small cost 
in neutron capture. Fluxes such as MgO and CaO would be satisfactory. 

It is often possible to make refractories more resistant to thermal 
cracking by producing a more flexible structure through an increase in 
porosity, but here the maximum possible density is required, so no vari
ation of this kind is permissible. In fact it is not unusual to have their 
furnace walls of refractories with (say) 20^ porosity, running under tem
perature differences of 1500°C (2730°F) without crackiiig in long service. 
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In the final Lexington Report it is shown that both carbon and beryl
lia suffer some radiation damage, particularly a decrease in the thermal 
conductivity. This effect would, of course, tend to increase the thermal 
stresses above those present in virgin material. 

5. Conclusions 

It may be concluded that caxbon as a moderator will stand.much higher 
teaiperature stresses without cracking than will beryllia, "We confirm'-''̂  
'this'from experience, as an arc, for example, is started in such a way 
that extremely high temperature gradients are built up on the stirface, 
and yet there are few known cases TASBTB cracking of the carbon occurred, 
t7n the other hand, there are many reasons why beryllia is a desirable 
moderating material, particularly because of its high density, which per
mits smaller piles and better uraniiim economy. By using a heterogeneous 
construction, properly arranging the beryllia blocks and using reasonable 
care in bringing up and lowering the teraperat\ire, it would seem possible 
to use this moderator under the desirable working conditions for a power 
pile. However, we must have much more information on the high-temperature 
•properties of beryllia than exists at present. 
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Figure 3 
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